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范文专项练习】 Topic119：你是否同意人们穿不同衣服的时

候行为表现就不一样？ Topic119 Do you agree or disagree with

the following statement? People behave differently when they wear

different clothes. Do you agree that different clothes influence the

way people behave? Use specific examples to support your answer.［

参考提纲］119、同意人们穿不同衣服的时候表现就不一样 

（1）在工作中穿衣服的表现。如西装等等。 （2）在生活中

穿衣服的表现。如T-SHIRT，JEANS。 （3）节日的时候，穿

传统的衣服，显得对自己的传统很自豪。 ［托福参看范文］

Topic: 119 I agree to the statement that people behave differently

when they wear different clothes. Clothes play an incredible role in

our daily life. It rules our behavior and defines to new culture in

modern society. I am also keeping observing the way peoples

behavior with dressing different clothes.The results of these

observing are surprisingly similar. Person dresses in clean suit and

wear polished shoes, his gesture would comport to be elegant. On

the contrary, the same one dresses in leisure sporting T-shirt,

sneakers, orrespondingly, he will act arbitrarily with involuntary

movements.The reason is simple. The clothes are crucial dimensions

to insinuate peoples routine behavior every day. Psychologist calls it

"Psycho-hint". So a clean suit and polished shoes would keep us in

happy at some extent. Or some people have proclivities to dress in



bright color to relieve the pressure they faced. I think that a nice dress

will give us more confident to handle the problem. We also build

professional, sophisticated impressions for other people.Otherwise,

People will probably be unresponsive to deal with things in casual

dress. This is related to our future career directly. Such as, we should

dress tidily for job inter-view, just to give an examiner a good

impression. Nice clothes are perfect advertisement for individual

image as same as the package in the shop market. We choose the

attractive package, same, we feel close with a stranger dress in proper

clothes.To this extent, clothes reflect our special national custom and

culture. These reminds root at our customs, personal discrimination,

and occupations. Calvin Kelen is famous for his simple style that

defines the apparel of the whole American young generation in the

early 20th century. We also find that people in different occupations

wear differently. Bank employees, businessmen usually dress in dark

suit since they should offer clients reliable impressions. Teachers

wear nice clothes that let their student feel kindly.Track to the long

human history, our predecessor have developed the complete

clothes system. From the primitive leather to elaborated modern

metal, clothes offer us the chances to express our unique views and

show us the colorful life. So do you consider that buy a nice apparel

for yourself when go out next time?Topic: 119People do behave

differently depending on what they are wearing. The reason is not

because they have changed, but because peoples reactions to them

has changed.Certain clothes are appropriate for certain situations. A

man can wear a suit to work and a woman can wear something



professional looking like a skirt and jacket.When everyone dresses

the same, there is no problem. It is like a uniform. Imagine going to a

law office to hire a lawyer. One of the lawyers is wearing a suit. the

other is wearing jeans. Which lawyer do you want to hire? Similarly, a

mechanic works on cars all day and wears clothes that can get dirty.

It would be strange to find a mechanic wearing a coat and tie to

repair an engine.People will treat you differently depending on what

you are wearing. It will depend on how well they know you and

where you are. If your clothes are unusual for the situation, they may

treat you with disrespect. I remember once I had an old army coat. I

wore it into a fancy candy shop to buy some chocolates. The woman

was very suspicious and a little afraid. I couldnt understand her

reaction since it was still me underneath my big, old ugly green coat.

I was dressed like a bum and this caused the salesperson to react

negatively to me. Consequently, I was even more polite than

usual.This experience shows me that sometimes I do behave

differently because of what Im wearing. In this case, I had to balance

my appearance. Still, that doesnt mean that Im rude if I dress up.
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